HORROR & THRILLER

Unit 12:

Horror movies
and Thrillers
A Warm up
1. What scares you? Rank the following things from scariest (1) to least scary (8):

spiders

ghosts
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monsters

dogs

clowns

aliens

vampires

sharks
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B Vocabulary
1. Match the words with their definitions.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

adrenaline
disturbance
increasingly
masterpiece
relate to
spooky
supernatural
trip

___ a great piece of art (painting, book, movie etc.)
___ more and more
___ strange and frightening
___ a chemical release in the body when a person feels a strong emotion such as excitement
___ unable to be explained by science
___ something that stops or interrupts you while you are doing something
___ to hit your foot against something and fall (or almost fall)
___ to understand and have sympathy for someone or something

C Check your understanding
After reading the article, answer the following questions:
1. Why are horror films popular with some audiences?
2. What are some typical settings for a horror film?
3. How can you describe the difference between a horror film and a thriller?
4. What is a weakness of horror films?
5. What does "twist ending" mean?
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If you have sex, you will die
en running
Women always fall down wh
away
and follows it
• Character hears a sound
to his death "Who's there?"
until it's too
• No one believes the story
)
late (usually adults or police

•
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cisions
Stupid people making bad de
("Let's split up")
Car never starts quickly
Bad cell phone reception
A jerk ruins the plan
The minority character dies
A tough guy dies
r dies the
The killer (or monster) neve
first time he is killed

•
•

Ominous music
A fake scare (cat jumping?)
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10. Friday the 13th (1980)
9. Rosemary's Baby (1968)
8. The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre (1974)
7. A Nightmare on Elm
Street (1984)
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6. Night of the Living Dead
(1968)
5. Dracula (1931)
4. Halloween (1978)
3. The Shining (1980)
2. The Exorcist (1973)
1. Psycho (1960)
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A genre of cliches and screams
Why do so many people love the horror
genre?
When we see a frightening movie, our heart
rate increases and we get a dose of
____________ (just like riding a roller
coaster). This feeling or "rush" is the reason
many people enjoy watching horror films and
thrillers. Of course, just as many people
seem to hate them!
Horror films, and their close
cousins, "thrillers", are
designed to frighten
audiences, but entertain them
at the same time. So what’s
the difference between these
two closely related genres?
Horror films often focus on
the ____________ and
strange events. They deal
with our most basic fears: our
nightmares, our fear of the
unknown, and most
importantly our fear of death.
The earliest horror films were
often set in ____________
old mansions, castles, or other dark places.
Their main characters included creatures
such as vampires, crazy madmen, ghosts,
monsters, demons, zombies, and
werewolves.
Thrillers are similar to horror films in that
they create fear and suspense, but these
films take place in a world that audiences
can understand and ____________; the
supernatural element is removed. Of course
there are some movies that are difficult to
classify as either horror or thriller. A good
example is Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960),
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one of the most famous movies of all time. Is
this film a horror or a thriller? Each viewer
must decide for themselves.
Both of these genres rely heavily on
conventions (especially horror), and
sometimes this is a weakness. How many
times have you seen a female
____________ and fall while running from a
murderer? How many times
have you seen a character
scared by a cat (or similar
____________) just before
the real murderer suddenly
appears? Perhaps these
scenes were conventions in
the past, but they have been
used by so many directors so
many times that many critics
believe they have become
cliches.
Horror films, when made well,
can be ____________ of
theater, but too often they are
made with cliches, lazy
scriptwriting and bad acting.
Most horror films end with a victory over evil,
restoring equilibrium to the characters' lives
and completing the narrative cycle of
Todorov’s theory. But ____________, many
horrors and thrillers are finishing with a “twist
ending” suggesting that the evil hasn’t been
defeated at all and the horror will continue
after the movie ends. Is this a convention or
a cliche? That’s for you to decide.
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D Iconic Scene
1.Watch the following scene from the horror film Psycho (1960).
This is one of the most famous scenes in all of Hollywood history. At the time it shocked audiences because
the woman in the shower was played by a famous actress who many people assumed was the star of the
movie.

1. In 1960, most movies were shot in color. Why do you think Psycho was
filmed in black & white?
2. What common item (you might have it in your own fridge) do you think
was used for blood in this scene?
3. What fruit was stabbed to create the sound effect in this scene?
4. How long did it take to shoot this one scene?
5. How many camera shots are used in the scene?
6. Was the murderer a man or a woman?

2. Ask a partner the following questions.
1. Was this scene scary? Why or why not?
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1. Have you seen any of the “must-see” horrors listed below? Which ones?

1978
John Carpenter

1931
Tod Browning

1973
William Friedkin

1960
Alfred Hitchcock

1973
William Friedkin

1980
Sean S. Cunningham

1980
Stanley Kubrick

1984
Wes Craven

1974
Tobe Hooper

1968
Roman Polanski

2. Match the one line synopses with the movie posters above.

1. A family stays in an empty hotel for the winter and an evil spirit influences the father to murder his
family.
2. A teenage girl’s body is taken over by a mysterious spirit and her mother asks two priests to help.
3. A survivor of a zombie attack hides in a cabin with a group of strangers while the zombies continue their
attack.
4. A group of teens at a summer camp is stalked and murdered by an unknown assailant.
5. Several people are hunted by a cruel serial killer who kills his victims in their dreams.
6. A young woman, surrounded by strange neighbors and occurrences, becomes mysteriously pregnant.
7. Five friends visiting Texas are attacked by a family of psychopaths.
8. Michael Myers escapes from a mental hospital and returns to the small town to kill again.
9. A secretary who has stolen $40,000 checks into a motel run by a young man under the strict control of
his mother.
10. The ancient vampire Count Dracula arrives in England and begins to prey upon the naive young Mina.
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